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1. Introduction and Preliminaries

Ever since the introduction of tuzzy set by L.A. Zadeh I I 2], the fuzzy concept

has invaded almost ail branches of Mathematics. The concept of fuzzy topological
space was introduced in [6] by C.L. Chang. Since then many fuzzy topoiogists

[ 1,3,8 - 1 1 ] have extended various notions in classical topology to fuzzy topoiogical
spaces. In this paper the concept of fuzzy Gu-compact space is introduced based on

the concept of fuzzy compact space by Bin Shahna [4] and fuzzy Gu-sets by
Balasubramanian [2]. Llsing the concept of covering property fuzzy Gu-compactx

space is introduced and studied. Some interesting properties and characterizations
are also studied. The filter characterization on fizzy Gu-compact* space is discussed

by making use of the concept of fuzzy Gu-filters as in [5].

Definition 1.1: I denotes the unit interval [0,1] of the real line" LetXand Ibe sets,

cr be an arbitary member of the index set A and B of R.

ForX, 1{denotes the collection <lf mapping from Xinto 1. A member)"of Ix
is called afuzzy set of J(. The union v i." (intersection,r 1",) of a family {r"} of
fuzzy sets ofxis defined to be the mapping sup ),"(inf )""). For any two members l"

and p of 1x, )" > p iff l,(r) > p(x) for eachxeX and in this case tr is said to contain
p, or p is said to be contained in ),. 0 and I denote constant mappings taking whole
of Xto 0 and I respectively.

Definition l.2z Let 7, and p be any two fuzzy sets in the fuzzy topological space

(X,7). Then we define )" v pr :X-, [0,1] as follows.

(}' v p) (r) - max {},(:r), pr(x)} for all xeX.

Also we define )," n p : ; -+ [0,1] as follows:

/3

(I n p) (x) : min

Definition 1.3: A

0,

{),(r), p(x)} for all xeX 16l.

fuzzy topology T onXis a collection ofsubsets oflxsuch that

1e T,

If )", p e 7, then ),ntrr e I,
If )" elfor each iel then v )" eT.

(a)

(b)

(c)
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The ordered pair (X,7) is called afuzzy topological space [6]. Every member
of r is cailed a Z-open fuzzy set. A fitzzy set is r-closed iff its complement is

I-open.

Definition 1.4: Letf : (x,n - (Y,{.\ be a mapping fiom a fuzzy toporogical space

Xto another fuzzy topological space I../is called

(a) afuzzycontinuousmapping [1] if/r(]")ezforeach]"esorequivalently

,f '(p) is fuzzy closed set of Xfor each fuzzy closed set p of L

(b) afuzzy open (fuzzy closed) mapping tll ifl(f) isfuzzy open (fuzzy
closed) set of Xfor each fuzzy open (fuzzy closed) set ). of X.

Lemma l.l: Letf : x ) y be a mapping and {tr"} be a family of fuzzy sets of ),,

then

(a) 7r(vl."): v"f ,(\)
and

(b) yr(nX,): n/-,(\) [tJ

Notation 1.1: 1-), denotes the complement of any fuzzy set),.

Definition 1.5: Let (x,7) be a fuzz.y topological space and ), be a fuzzy set in x.
), is calied afuzzy Gu - set [2] if ]":X].,where each ]"-e Z.

Definition 1.6: Let (X,T) be afuzzy topological space and )" be a fuzzy set in x. )"

is called afuzzy F - set if )": i),rwhere each l-}.-e L

Definition 1.7: A fuzzy filterFon the fuzzy topological space (x,fl is a non-empty
collection of subsets of 1x with the following properties.

(i) )"eF is a fuzzy open-set in X
(ii) |eF
(iii) V1, $reF then p, n preF

(iv) If peF and y is a fuzzy open-set in Xwith p < y, then ye F [5].
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Definition 1.8: A t-uzzy filter Fon a fuzzy topological space (X,I) is fuzzy ultra

filter if there is no other fuzzy filter finer than F-[5].

Definition 1.9: A fuzzy filter F on a fuzzy topological space ({Lt is afuzzy prime

filter, if y and p are tw o fuzzy closed sets such that y v p eF' then y e,F or p eF [5].

2. Fuzzy Gu - Compact Space

In this section the concept of fuzzy Gu-compact space and fuzzy Gu-

compact* space are introduced. Some interesting properties and characterization

are studied.

S denotes the fuzzy space consisting of a single point with thefuzzy topology

{0,1} [4].Friedler[7] showsthatif (X,7)isafizzy topologicalspace,thenSxXis
fuzzy homeomorphic to X [4].

Note 2.1 : Let (X,T) be a fuzzy topological space. For any fuzzy topological space

(Z,R).p* denotes the projection of X x Z to Z.

Definition 2.1:Let.f : (X,7) - (Y,LD be amapping from afuzzy topological space

(X,T) to another fuzzy topological space ( I, U).

1. /is said to be fuzzy GE, if/(),) is a fuzzy Gu-set in (Y, (N for any fuzzy Gu-set

), in (X, 71.

2. f is said to be fizzy F 
", 

if flX) is a fuzzy d-set in ( f, Lf for any fuzzy F 
"- 

set

?'" in (X, 7).

3. f is said to be M-fuzzy Gu-continuous, if/''().) is a fuzzy Gu-set in (X,T) for

any fu'zz,y Gu-set I in (f, 4.
Definition 2.2: A fuzzy topological spaceXis called fuzzy Gu-space if every fuzzy

Gu-set of Xis fuzzy openl4l.

In 1979 Raha [8] studied the concepts of compact space, Lindelof space

and Gu-space. By using the concept of compact space [8], Bin Shahna [4] defined
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iuzzy compactness as follows. A ftzzy topological space X is said to be fuzzy

compact if the projection pr, '. X x Z -+ Z is fuzzy closed for any fuzzy topological

space Z. Motivated by this concept fuzzy Gu-compact space is introduced'

Definition 2.32 A fuzzy topological space (x, Q is said to be fuzzy Gu-compact if
the projecti on pzx.. X x Z -+ Z is fuzzy Fofor any fuzzy topological space (2, R).

Proposition 2.1: An M-fuzzy G.-continuous image of a fuzzy Gu-compact space

is luzzy Gu-compact.

Proof: Letf : {X, T) - (Y, tf be a M-fuzzy Gu-continuous mapping from a fizzy Gu'

compact space ({ 7l onto a fuzzy topological space (I, L) and l,be the identity

mapping onafuzzy topological space(z,R).Then/x Ir'.Xx Z+ Yx ZisM-fizzy

Gu-continuous. Let p be a fuzzy F"-set of Y x Z.Then(fxlr) '(p) is fuzzy F" set of

x x Z. Since pr, : x x Z -+ Z is fuzzy Fo - P rr ((f* I r)' Qt)) : p r, (p) is a fuzzy F o set

of (Z,R) showing thar p T is a fuzzy { - mapping. Hence (Y' U) is fuzzy Gu-compact'

Definition 2.4: Let (X,T) and (Y,(.\ be any two fuzzy topological spaces' A fuzzy

continuous map/': (X,n t (Y,t))isfuzzy {- perfect if f x Jr:Xx Z'> Y x Zisa

fazzy F"-map for any frtzzy topological space (2, R).

Definition 2.5: An M-fiizzy Go-continuous mapping f : (X,TI t (Y,t, of a fuzzy

topological space (X,Q into a fuzzy topological space ()', UJ is called afuzzy Gu'

quasi perfect mapping if f x 1, : X x Z -+ Y x Z is fuzzy { for any fuzzy Gu-space (Z,R)'

Definition 2.62 Afizzy topological space ({I) is called fuzzy Gu-Lindelof if the

projectionp r.*t X, Z + Z is a fizzy F -mapping for any fuzzy Gu-space (Z,R)'

Proposition 2.2:lf f :(X,7)- (Y,t-Disafizzy F"-perfectmapping of afuzzy

topological space (x,7) onto a fuzzy Gu-compact space ()"Lf then ({7) is fuzzy

Gu -compact.

proof: Since/is fizzy Gu-perfect,/'x Ir: X x Z ) Y x Z is fuzzy F. - mapping for

any fizzy topological space (Z,R). For (X,f tobe fuzzy Gu-compact we show that

pr*.. X x Z ; Z is fizzy { . Noting that puis the composition of two fuzzy

{ - mappingsf * Irand prr: Y x Z' Z, the result follows'
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Proposition 2.3; Let (X,O be a fu'zzy topological space and (Y, U) be a fuzzy

Gu-compact space. Tlren the projectionp : X x Y + Xis fvzzy F"- perfect rnapping.

Proof: We show thatp x Ir: (X * Y) * Z ) Xx Zisafuzzy { - mappingfot any fuzzy

topological space (Z,fi). Since (I,14 rs fuzzy Gu -compact, prr'. Y x (X x Z) -+ (X x Q is
fuzzyF.Thenpxlzisfuzzy F" followsbynotingthatitisthecompositionpzr,,h,
where h : (X x n, Z ) !' x (Xx Q is afuzzy Gr-homeomorphism.

Proposition 2.4: A fuzzy topological space (X, I) is fuzzy Gu -compact if and only

if the constant mapping c '. X -+ S is tuzzy F" - perfect.

Proof: Suppose (X, nis fuzzy Gu-compact. We show that c x lr: X x Z -> S x Z is

fuzzy F, for any fuzzy topological space (2, R). Since (X, n is fuzzy Gu-compact

prr: X x Z + Z is fuzzy F . Note that S x Z is fizzy Gu-homeomcrphic to (2, R).

Now c, Ir: h opz*being a composition of a fuzzy { - mapping p,, and a fuzzy

Gu -homeomorphism h : Z -+ S x Z is fuzzy Fo. Hence c is fuzzy F" -perfect.

Conversely,if c'. X + Sis fuzzy Gu -perfect, thenc x Ir,: X x Z ) S x Zis
fuzzy F" for any fuzzy topological space (2, R). We show that pr.r'. X x Z -> Z is

fuzzy F. Sinceprr- fu"(gx 1r),where/z:Sx Z) Zisafiizzy Go-hoineomorphism,

prris fuzzy { and hence (X,O is fuzzy Go-compact.

Proposition 2.5: The product of two fuzzy Gu-compact spaces ts fuzzy Gu-compact.

Proof: Let (X,Z) and (y,U) be any two fuzzy Gu -compact spaces. Then

p r, : X x (I x n - (Y r Q and p r, : Y x Z -> Z are fuzzy F 
"- 

mappings for any fuzzy

topological space (Z,R). We show that pr,r,n : (X x 9 x Z ) Z is fizzy tr . Since

Pztx, rt: Pzy" Pr.r lX x (I x Q and (X " Y) x Z arc fuzz.y homeomorphic), being a

composition of two fuzzy F" - mappings, is fuzzy { and hence X x Y is fuzzy

Gu-compact.

Note 2.2: The finite product of fuzzy Gu-compact spaces is fuzzy Gr-compact.

Proposition 2.6:Let(X,,7,),i:1,2,3 beany threefuzzy topological spaces. The

composition g o.f : (X,, T,) -s (Xy 7,,) of fuzzy Gu-quasi perfect mappings

f : (X,, T) + (X2, Tr) and g : {X, T2) ) (X3, Tr) is fuzzy Gu-quasi perfect.
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Proof: Let{2, R) be a fuzzy G, -space. Then the mapping (g "fl " Ir'. Xrx Z -+ X.x Z

is fuzzy F" follolr's from the identify (g../) " I z: @' I r) . (f * 1r) by noting that/and

g are fuzzy Gu -quasi perfect mappings.

Proposition 2.7: Let (X,, T,), i - 1,2,3 be any three fuzzy topological spaces.

Let /': (x,, 7',) - (X, rz) and g : (X, Tr) - (X3, T) be M-fuzzy

Go -continuous mappings. Then

(a) if g "l is fuzzy Gu-quasi perfect and /is surjective, then g is fuzzy

Gu - quasi Perfect.

(b) if g "l'is fuzzy Gu-quasi perfect and g is injective, then/is fuzzy Gu-

quasi perfect.

Proof: (a) Weshowthat g* lr,'.Xr* Zt Xr* Zisfuzzy F -mappingforanyfuzzy

Go -space (Z,R). Let pr be afuzzy F - set of Xrx Z.ThenU'" Ir)t1t)isafuzzy,F -set

of{ x Z. Because (g o,l) " Iris fuzzy F" and ((g ".fl " Ir) (f"rr)' (u) : (g * tr) (v),

it follows that (g * 1r) (U) isfuzzy F -set of Xrx 7.

(b) We sl,ow that./x Ir". X,x Z -' Xr* Zrsfizzy F - mapping for any fuzzy Gu-

space(Z,R). Let pbea fuzzy F"- setof X, x Z.Then ((g".fl * 1r) (U) tsafuzzy

,E - set of X, x Z. Because g x 1, is M-fuzzy Gu -continuous and (g " I r)' ((g o fl x I.)
(p) : (l'" tr) (v), it follows that (/x Ir) ($) is fuzzy { - set of X. x 7-

Proposition 2.8: An M-fuzzy Go -continuous image of a fuzzy Gu -Lindelof space

is luzzy Q -t-indelof.

Proof: Let f be aM-fuzzy Gu-continuous mapping tiom a fuzzy Gu-Lindelof space

(X,n onto a fuzzy G -Lindelof space (I, [/), and I,bethe identity mapping on a

fuzzytopologicalspace (Z,R).Then/x Ir:Xx Z-+ Y x ZisM-fuzzy G,-continuous.

Let p be a fu'zzy i-o - set of I x Z. Then (f " Ir)t (p) is a fuzzy F"- set of X x Z.

Sincepr, : X x Z -+ Z is fuzzy Fn- mapping p.r((f" Ir)') (p) -p,, (u) is a fuzzy

{ - set of (2, R) showing that Prrts fuzzy F" - mapping. Hence (}'. L) ts fuzzy

6u-Lindelof.
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Proposition 2.9: lf ./': (X, n + (Y. t, is a fuzzy Gu -quasi perfect rnapping of a

fuzzy topological space (X, I onto afuzzy Gu -Lindelof space (f, LD, then (X, I is

fuzzy Gu -Lindelof.

Proof: Since./is fuzzy G, -quasi perfect rnapping, f x I z: X x Z + Y x Z is fuzzy

-F-" for any fuzzy Gu -space (2, R).For ()1, I) to be fuzzy Gu-Lindelo f we show that

p., : x x z + z is ftz_zy d . Noting that p,.ris the composition of two fuzzy F, -

mappings/'x Izand Prr.'. Y x Z + Z,the result follows.

Proposition 2.10: Let (X, T) be a fuzzy Gu -space and ([, L/) be a ftzzy Gu-

Lindelof space. Then the projection p : X x Y 1 Xis a fuzzy Gu -quasi perfect

mapping.

Proof: We show thatp x Iz: (X* 11 * Z 4 X x Z is afuzzy F"- mapping for any

fuzzy Gu -sp ace (Z,R). Since (y, U) is fuzzy Q -Lindelof, P r,". Y " (X' n ) (X " 4
isfuzzy,F". That p * Iris fuzzy { tbilows by noting that it is the composition

p2roh,where h:(X, n,, Z+ yx (Xx Z)isafuzzy Gu -homeomorphism.

Proposition 2.ll: A fuzzy topological space (x,I) is fuzzy Gu -l.indelof iff the

constant mapping c '. X -+ S is fuzzy Go - quasi perfect.

Proof: Suppose (X, /") is fuzzy Go-Lindelof. We show that c x Ir'. X x Z -> S x Z is

fuzzy F-"- mapping fcrr any fuzzy Gu -space (2, R). Since ({ T) rs fuzzy Q -Lindelof,

prr'. Xx Z + Zisfuzzy F . Note that S x Zisfuzzy Q-homeomorphic to Z. Now

c * Ir: h ,, prr. being the composition of fuzzy F, -mapping Prrand a fuzzy

Gu-homeomorphism h : Z -> S x Z is ftzzy F". Hence c is fuzzy Go-quasi pert-ect.

Conversely, if c: X -+ Sis fuzzy Gu -quasiperfect, thenc'Iz'. Xx 1, -+ $x /,

is fuzzy { for any tuzzy Gu -space (2, R). We show that pr-*: X x Z -+ Z is fuzzy

F". Since prr:ho(c x Ir), where h: S x'Z ' Zisafuzzy Q -homeomorphism,p*

is fuzzy { and hence (X, n is fuzzy Gu -Lindelof.

Proposition 2.12: A product of two fuzzy Gu -Lindelof fiuzy Gu -spaces rs aftzzy

Gu -Lindelof Gu -space.
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Proof: Let ({ Q and (Y, L.\ be any two fuzzy Gu -Lindelof Gu -spaces. Then X x Y

is a luzzy Gu -space. It remains to show that X x I is fuz.zy Gu -Lindelof. Since

(X, n and ()', L) are fuzzy Gu -Lindelof spaces, pr, : X x (I x Z) t y x Z and

p,,. : Y x Z + Z arc fuzzy { - mappings. Clearly, P.(r, rt 
: P zt., P z,x 

($ x (Y x Q and

X x (Y x 4 are fuzzy homeomorphic), being a composition of two fuzzy F,'
mappings, is Iuzzy F and hence X x Y is fuzzy Gu-Lindelof.

Proposition 2.13: L.et (X, n be a fizzy Gu-compact space. If (f, f4 is fuzzl'

Gu -Lindelof space. then X x I is a fuzzy Gu -Lindelof.

Proof: It is similar to that of Proposition 2.5.

Using the concept of covering property we shall give the following

definition.

Definition 2.7: A collection {I,},., of fuzzy sets of fuzzy topological space ({ 7)

is called fuzzy G- -cover of ({ D if )" 's (i e-f are fuzzy Gu -sets of (X, T). A fuzzy

topological space (d I is called fuzzy Gu -compact* if every fuzzy Gu-cover ol
(X, 7) has a finite subcover.

Example 2.1: Let n be any positive integer. Let {X,,, T ,) be a fuzzy topological space.

where T,- {0x,, lx,,,}"n't. Define },,:Xn -+ [0,1] as ]",(x): | - lln forallxeX. Then

1X,,, 7,,) is fizzy Gu - compact* (countably fuzzy Gu - compact*) sapce.

Froposition 2.14: The following are equivalent for a fuzzy topological space (X, T).

(a) (X, T) is tuzzy Gu

(b) For any family of fuzzy { - sets {tr,},.., with the properly that n- i + 0

for any finite subset F of J, we have-n )'- + 0.

Proof (a) = (b)

Assume that (X, T) isfizzy Gu - compact*. Let {}.,},.rbe the familv of fuzzt'

F - setwiththe propertythatr$f,;+ 0 for any finite subset F of J. Let pL,: 1 - r.,. The

collection {p,},.., is a family of all fuzzy Gu -sets in (X, 7).If 2'r. 7... .. )-, are finite

number of fuzzy {-sets in {I,},.r, then

i
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A), :t- V,r, .(2 1)

Sirnilarly, ,)tr, -1-,y1., ' ''(2'2)

By hypothesis, A)" + 0. Therefo.", ytr, +1. Since (X,7) is fuzzy Gu -compac, ,Ytr,

+1. From (2.D ir follows that n i * 0.

(b) + (a).

Let us assume thal (x,T) is not fuzzy Gu-compact. Let {pr,},-, be a family of

fuzzy Q-sets which is a cover for (X,Q Since (X,f is not fuzzy Gu-compact, there

is no finite subset F of J such that {P;};.r, is a cover for (X,T). i.e., 
,}r.P; 

+1' From

this it follows that-n-(1-prr): 1-,Yol; + 0. By hypothesis, a.(1-pr,) + 0' This implies

that v F,11. Contra<1iction. Hence ({O is fizzy Gu-compactx'

Proposition 2.15:Letf : (X, n - (Y, (-D be an M-fuzzy Gu-continuous surjective

function of afuzzy Gr-compact* space (X, 7) onto afuzzy topological space (I, L/)'

Then ()2, Q is fuzzY Gu-comPactx"

Proof: Let {1.,},.., be a collection of fuzzy Gu sets of (Y, LD such that

I ray.,L, Q3)

Since./is M-fuzzy Go -continuous and each )"- is fi:zzy Q in ( f, U),f 1()") is fuzzy Gu

in (x, 7). From (2.3) 1x:.f ' (1r) < ,L,f '(tr,). That is. {f-'(1,)'},.ris a fuzzv Gu

cover of (x, T).Since (x, T) rs fuzzy Gu -compact*, there exists a finite subset ,F of

-r such that

1, < ,.5,f '(i,) +fllr) : 1r(,.yo tr,.

"fherefore, {Y, {, is fuzzy Gu -compactx.

Proposition 2.16: L,et f : (X, T) + (Y, LD be a fuzzy Q, bijective function and

(Y,trbeafuzzyQ-compact*space.Then(X.T\isfuzzyGu-compact*'

Proof: Let {i",},.r be a collection of fuzzy Gu-sets of (X, 7) such that,

t2.4)l*' ,Ytr,
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Srnce./is bijective/(1r) : 1" <-/(w l.,) : ytflX,). Since )" is fuzzy Gu i, (X, T) and
lisfuzzy q,,"1(1,) istuzzy G, in(f, Lf. Thatis, {/(},,)},., ir afuzzy Go -coverof
lY-LD. Since(r, (\isftzzy Gu -comapct*,thereexistsatinitesubsetFof-rsuch
that 1rs uo.f{},,),lx-f ' (1r)< J''(yoftX,)):.rr-(tr,).Therefore (X,I)isfuzzy
G, -compact*.

The foilowing example shows that the Tychonoff product theorem for
fuzzy Gu-compact* (countably fuzzy Gu-compact*) space is not valid.

Example 2.2: Let n be any positive integer. Let (X,, f,) Ue a fuzzy topological
space, where T,: 10x,, 1x,,, tr,}. Define X,.. Xn + [0, ll as L,(x) : | - lln for all
.i. =-Y. Then (X,,, 7,,) is fuzzy Gu-compact* (countably fuzzy Gu-compact*) space.

l -:i I be the projection of the product fuzzy topological space X : f:, X, onto X .

Ir:n p,1 (.A,,(x)): I - 1 I nfor xeX. By the definition of the produ ctfuzzy topological
::ace th€ family I, : {0x, lx, p t (),,\, n: 1,2 . . .} is used to generate the product
, "-zzr topology f by taking the finite intersection and then the arbitrary union of
- - ese intersections. Clearly, the product fuzzy topology generated is exactly { itself.
. re family {p;'(f,)} n:7,2.. . is a fuzzy Gu -cover(countably fuzzy Gu -cover)
: i \. O which has no finite subcover.

,1, Fuzzr, Filter Characterization on Fuzzy Gu -Compact* Space

In this section fuzzy Gu -filters are introduced. Filter characterization on

--zz', G -compact* space is studied by making use of fuzzy Gu -filters as in [5].

D. t'inition 3.1: A fuzzy Gu (d)-filter F on the fuzzy topological space (x,fl is a
' r -impty collection of subsets of 11with the following properties.

(i) )" e F is a fuzzy G, (F" )-set in X

(ii) 0*F

(xr)

(iv)

p,e F then p, n p,e.F

If peFand y is a fiizzy G, (4)-set inXwith p < y rhen 7 €F.
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Definition 3.2: A fuzzy Gu ({ )-filter F'on a fuzzy topologicai space (X. [) is fuzzy

G, (4 )-ultra filter if there is no other fuzzy Gu (F" )-fi1ter finer than F.

Definition 3.3: A fuzzy F -filter i- on a fuzzy topological space (X, T) is a fuzzy

F"-prime filter, if y and pi are two fiizzy F"-sets such that y v peF then y e F or

p€F.

Example 3.1: Define X: {"}.LetT: {0, 1, },,,} where L,,'. X - [0, 1] (r:2,3 . . .,@)

is such that )",(a) : | - |ln, n : 2,3,. . . . Therefore (X, 7) is a fuzzy topological

space.

Define F : U,li_r. Clearly F is afuzzy Q-filter and also afuzzy Gu-ultra

filter.

Example3.2: Define X: {a}.LetT: {}",} whereX,:X -+ [0,1'l (n:2,3,...,*)
is such that ),,(a) - lln, n:1,2,3, .. . . Therefbrc (X,7) is afizzy topological

space.

Define F: tl - l,\i_r. Clearly i- is a fuzzy F_-filter and also a fizzy F,-
prime filter.

Proposition 3.1: The following are equivalent for a fuzzy topological space (X, 4.

(a) (X, n is fuzzy Gu-compact*.

(b) Every fuzzy F 
"-fllter 

F satisfies 
An'. 

p * 0.

(c) Every flzzy F,-pnme filter F satisfies 
uIi-F 

+ 0.

(d) Every fuzzy F"-ultra filter [/ satisfies u5 p + 0.

Proof (a) =+ (b): Suppos" uloF: 0. Then,1(1-p,) : 1. Since (1-p) is ftzzy Gu and

(X,T) is fuzzy Gu-compact*, there must exist a finite sub collection { 1-p,, 1-Fr, . . . 1-Lr,}

suchthat l:(1 - F1)v(l - pr)v. (1 - p,),thatis trr, n pzn ,,, lr,:0
contradiction.

83
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(b) + (c). Follows from the fact that every fuzzy f"-prime filter is fuzzy F"-filter.

(c) = (d). Obvious.

(d) + (a). Suppose 11 is a family of fuzzy d-sets with finite intersection

property.Foreachy ellconsiderafarnilyintheGr: {p:t is afuzz,r-{-set, p>yi.

Clearly, T eGr. Let G=.U ,q). Sincellhasthefiniteintersectionpropeg. Galso

has the property. Thus, there exists a fuzzy F,-ultra filter L- such that ,Y = G c L-.

Hence, u|rP 2r1rlr ]u1,rr.By hypothesis, uluV+ 0 and therefrrre _ rL = r.r f1 5

proves that ({ T) is fuzzy Gu-compact*.
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